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2D Finite Difference Simulation of Acoustic Waves
from a Rotary Speaker System
Kevin Milner, University of Southern California
Geology 557 Final Project, Spring 2013
NOTE: Companion files including source code can be downloaded from
http://opensha.usc.edu/ftp/kmilner/rotary/

1. Introduction and Motivation
Rotary speakers are a special type of loudspeaker used primarily by organists to create rich
swirling sonic textures. They work by mounting one or more speakers in such a way that the
sound escapes through a metal drum which is rotated by a small motor and belt (Figure 1A).
This results in perceived pitch fluctuations due to the Doppler effect (Celi 2011). These effects
are amplified by reflections from the back and sides of the speaker cabinet (Figure 1B). The
original and most well known and used rotary speaker system is the Hammond Leslie©, first
invented in the 1940s by Donald Leslie (Wikipedia 2013). The unmistakable sound of a rotary
speaker is heard anywhere from the largest rock arenas to churches. Many guitarists also use
rotary speakers, notably Jimi Hendrix and Stevie Ray Vaughan.
The size, weight, maintenance, and cost of rotary speaker systems have resulted in large
demand for smaller electronic approximations. Guitar effect pedals such as the UniVibe were
introduced in the 1960s as an approximation of the rotary speaker sound. These electronic
approximations have improved over time, especially in recent years as more powerful digital
processing has become available in a small form factor. These approximations, such as the
Styrmon Lex described in Celi 2011 (used as basis for comparison in this paper), are based off
of empirical observations and do not simulate the actual physics of wave propagation in a rotary
speaker cabinet. We perform a physics based twodimensional acoustic wave propagation
simulation of of rotary speaker in order to more accurately replicate the intricacies of a rotary
speaker system, and as a feasibility study for the use of acoustic wave propagation techniques
for audio processing.
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Figure 1B
Leslie© speaker with transparent cabinet (Hustvedt 2007).

Figure 1B
Reflections (blue arrows) and Doppler effect (gray circles) of a rotary speaker (Celi 2011).
©Strymon, a division of Damage Control Engineering, used with permission.
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2. Methodology
2A. Finite Difference Approximation
Acoustic wave propagation can be described by Newtwons second law,
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where p is pressure, ν is bulk sound velocity, and t is time. Simplifying (1) for the two
dimensional (x,y) case, we have
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We use a second order central finite difference approximation of (2),
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Assuming constant grid spacing in both dimensions
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after rearranging for p n+1
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2B. Modeled Domain and Parameters
Typical horizontal dimensions for a rotary speaker cabinet are 0.7366 [m] x 0.5334 [m] with a
wood thickness of 0.02 [m]. We perform a two dimensional simulation for the case of a single
rotating speaker (as opposed to separate high and low frequency speakers found in some
popular Leslie© cabinets). We use a bulk sound velocity of v air = 340 [m/s] in air and
v wood = 3600 [m/s] in the wooden portion of the speaker cabinet (The Engineering ToolBox 2013).
Shear waves in the wooden cabinet are omitted for simplicity. The speaker cabinet is enclosed
on three sides with one side open. Microphones are typically placed on the open portion of the
speaker cabinet. We place 4 virtual microphones at distances of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 [m] from
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the opening of the cabinet. We use a rotor radius of 0.18669 [m], rotating about the center of the
speaker cabinet at a speed of 8 revolutions per second (the “temolo” or “fast” setting on a
Leslie© speaker). Our simulation domain dimensions are 4 [m] x 2.5 [m]. The simulation domain
with velocities and microphone placements is shown in Figure 2A.

Figure 2A
Simulation domain with bulk sound velocities shown. Air is plotted in blue and the wooden
cabinet is plotted in red. Virtual microphone locations are denoted with green triangles.
We choose a very small Δh in order to reduce numerical grid dispersion. We calculate Δh from
the wavelength of the maximum frequency we wish to model, f max . We use f max = 2000 [hz]
which is both computationally feasible on our mesh and high enough to model audible test tones
(we use A5, f = 880 [hz] as our test tone) and base frequencies on a 24 fret 6 string guitar
(whose highest note is an E6, f = 1318.51 [hz] ), with some padding to account for higher
frequency harmonic overtones. We calculate the minimum modeled wavelength, λ min , as

λ min =

v min
f max .

(7)
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In our simulation, v min = v air = 340 [m/s] so λ min = 0.17 [m] . For minimal grid dispersion, we then
choose Δh such that we have at least 31 points per wavelength, resulting in
Δh = 0.17 [m] / 31 ≃ 0.0055 [m]. We choose the largest Δt that satisfies the stability requirement,

Δt ≤

1 Δh
.
√2 v max

(8)

where v max = v wood = 3600 [m/s] is the maximum velocity in our simulation, in this case the
speed of sound in the wooden speaker cabinet. This results in Δt ≃ 1e − 6 . See Table 1A for
computational estimates using a Lenovo W520 with an Intel© Core i7 at 2.30 [Ghz] which has a
typical time step computation time of 0.015 [s]. Parallelization would likely suffer from significant
communications overhead due to this already short time step computation time and was not
attempted. Equation (5) was implemented with vector and matrix operations in order utilize
MATLAB’s vector processing capabilities for increased efficiency.
We also apply a nonphysical damping factor by which pressure is decreased in the wood at the
end of each time step. This results in stronger reflections and more realistic final waveforms.
We use a damping factor of 0.995.
Simulation Duration [s]

Time Steps

Wall Clock Time [h]

1

1000000

4.2

5

5000000

20.8

60

60000000

250

300

300000000

1250

Table 2A
Computational estimates using a Lenovo W520 with an Intel© Core i7 at 2.30 [Ghz]. Assumes
Δt = 1e − 6 and wall clock computation time of 0.015 [s] per time step.

2C. Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions are extremely important for this simulation due to the small simulation
domain. The first acoustic waves reach the boundary in less than 0.0004 seconds so reflections
must be minimized. We first implemented simple essential boundary conditions which set p = 0
on all boundaries. As expected, this caused very large reflections which dominated the results
as is shown in Figure 2B.
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Figure 2B
Pressure field at t=0.006 [s] for an 880 [hz] test tone with essential boundary conditions.
We then implemented the nonreflecting boundary condition described in Cerjan 1985. This
requires simply extending the simulation domain uniformly in each dimension and applying a
damping factor at the boundaries that decreases the pressure to zero as waves reach the end of
the boundary region (see Figure 2C). This performed better than the essential boundary
condition, but still produced reflections, most notable when the width of the the damping buffer
region is small as in Figure 2D. Very large buffer (for example, 50 [m]) regions perform better
require a much larger simulation domain, and thus increase the computational demands
significantly. A circular damping field is also implemented and performs slightly better but we
show results from the rectangular field for a more direct comparison with other boundary
conditions.
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Figure 2C
Pressure damping field for Cerjan 1985 nonreflecting boundary condition. A rectangular
damping field with a width of 18 [m] is shown.

Figure 2D
Pressure field at t=0.0088 [s] for an 880 [hz] test tone with Cerjan 1985 nonreflecting boundary
condition.
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Next we tried the boundary conditions described in Cummings 1995. They simply assign the
pressure along the boundaries to the value in the previous cell in the spatial dimension from two
time steps prior. For example, the the top boundary is:

n+1
n−1
p i,1
= p i,2
.

(9)

This performed better than the essential boundary condition as can be seen in Figure 2E and
was much more computationally efficient than Cerjan 1985. It does suffer from instabilities,
requiring a smaller dt. A value of one third the maximum stable dt is adequate to avoid these
instabilities, although this triples the computational requirements. Reflections still posed a
problem and distorted resultant waveforms.

Figure 2F
Pressure field at t=0.006 [s] for an 880 [hz] test tone with Clayton 1977 absorbing boundary
condition.
We then implemented the absorbing boundary condition described in Clayton 1977. Clayton
uses paraxial two dimensional approximations of acoustic waves to create computationally
inexpensive boundary conditions which perform well for most incident angles. Their A2 boundary
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condition is given below, solved for P
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outlined in their appendix.
Top ( j = 1 ), using finite difference notation:
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See attached source code for conditions on other boundaries, as well as implementation of the
corner case (45 degree rotation of Clayton’s A1 boundary condition). This boundary condition
performs extremely well with no noticeable reflections and only a small increase in computation
time as no expansion of the simulation domain is required. See results in Figure 2F.
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Figure 2F
Pressure field at t=0.006 [s] for an 880 [hz] test tone with Clayton 1977 absorbing boundary
condition.

3. Results
Initial tests were performed with an 880 [hz] sine wave source. Waveforms at each microphone
for a 1.5 [s] simulation are shown in Figure 3A. The source is turned off briefly after 0.5 [s] in
order to test boundary conditions (to listen for reflections). Note the large amplitude variations,
especially for the microphone closest to the speaker cabinet. These are the result of reflections,
phase cancellation, and changing source distance. This can be seen in Figure 3B, especially in
frames 3, 4, and 5 where the waves are almost perfectly out of phase and cancel each other out
just above and below the microphones, and have increased amplitude at the microphones. This
tremolo effect is one of the signature sounds of a rotary speaker, and audio engineers will place
microphones carefully to either maximize or minimize these effects depending on the
preferences of the performer.
We generate WAV files for the time series at each microphone which can be listened to and
compared with recordings of rotary speakers and empirically based effect pedals. Links to these
files are given in Table 3A. The resultant WAV files sound very convincing, and include audible
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pitch shifting and tremolo effects.
We also performed simulations with a 5 [s] guitar clip recorded by the author and used as input
to the rotary speaker simulator. Waveforms from this simulation are shown in Figure 3D and
snapshots are shown in Figure 3C. The simulation performs very well with realistic sounding
WAV files. This simulation is more affected by the low pass filter described above due to the
great deal of harmonic overtones (which are multiples of the base frequencies), some of which
are removed by the filter. Overall the effect is very convincing.

FIgure 3A
Waveforms for each microphone for a 1.5 [s] simulation with an 880 [hz] sine wave.
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Figure 3B
Rotary speaker simulation for 880 [hz] sine wave test tone with total duration of 0.025 [s].
Location of rotor is marked with a small green “+”, rotating counter clockwise at 7.33 [rps].
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Figure 3C
Portion of rotary speaker simulation for recorded electric guitar part with total duration of 5 [s].
Location of rotor is marked with a small green “+”, rotating counter clockwise at 7.33 [rps].
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FIgure 3D
Waveforms for each microphone for a 5 [s] simulation with recorded electric guitar.
One issue is the presence of high pitched artifacts in resultant WAV files. These occur only
when the rotor is engaged (that is, they are not an artifact of boundary conditions or cabinet
reflections). They are caused by the small source position changes due to rotation of the rotor.
Figure 3E shows these high frequency short wavelength artifacts within the 880 [hz] test waves
in a zoomed in portion of the simulation domain. These can be filtered out with a low pass filter at
4000 [hz], but increasing f max or the number of points per wavelength had no effect on the
artifacts.
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FIgure 3E
Close up of 880 [hz] test case showing artifacts caused by source position (rotor) movement.
Description

Address

880 [hz] test tone,
source

http://opensha.usc.edu/ftp/kmilner/rotary/880_1p5s_source.wav

880 [hz] test tone, rotary http://opensha.usc.edu/ftp/kmilner/rotary/880_1p5s_sim.wav
speaker simulation
880 [hz] test tone,
Strymon Lex

http://opensha.usc.edu/ftp/kmilner/rotary/880_1p5s_lex.wav

Guitar clip, source

http://opensha.usc.edu/ftp/kmilner/rotary/guitar_5s_source.wav

Guitar clip, rotary
speaker simulation

http://opensha.usc.edu/ftp/kmilner/rotary/guitar_5s_sim.wav

Guitar clip, Strymon Lex http://opensha.usc.edu/ftp/kmilner/rotary/guitar_5s_lex.wav
Table 3A
Web addresses for WAV files generated for this paper.
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4. Comparisons with Empirical Approach
We also generated waveforms for the test tone and recorded guitar cases with the Strymon Lex
effect pedal, one of the best commercial rotary speaker simulators available today. The Lex was
configured with a rotor speed of approximately equivalent to the 7.33 [rps] used in our simulation,
mic distance at 5 o’clock (far), no preamp drive, and unity horn level. Comparison waveforms for
the test tone and recorded are shown in Figure 4A and 4B. They sound very similar for the test
tone case. The Lex very accurately approximates the physical processes in a rotary speaker.
The simulation has a more pronounced tremolo effect as can be seen in the waveforms. This
could be due to the lack of reflecting surfaces outside of the speaker cabinet (such as walls)
causing natural reverb which are likely modeled in the Lex. Differences are more audible for the
guitar test case. The Lex produces much more high frequency content than the simulation as is
observed in the power spectrums in Figure 4C; it appears to add harmonic frequencies above
the fundamental frequency which can be seen at 1760 [hz] and 2640 [hz] (two and three times
the frequency of the test tone). These do not naturally occur in the simulation. Another difference
is that the lex is also modeling the response of the speaker itself which affects the frequency
response, while we are reproducing the source exactly at the rotor.

Figure 4A
Waveforms for 880 [hz] sine wave test tone. The source waveform is shown on top,
numerical simulation (furthest microphone) in the middle, and Strymon Lex on bottom.
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Figure 4B
Waveforms for a recorded guitar part. The source waveform is shown on top, numerical
simulation(furthest microphone) in the middle, and Strymon Lex on bottom.
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Figure 4C
Power spectrum diagram for 880 [hz] test case.

5. Conclusions
With proper boundary conditions, simulations of high frequency acoustic waves are possible.
While computational time is much slower than real time, it is possible to process audio with a
physics based rotary speaker simulation, although there isn’t significant value added over the
currently available empirically based approximations. As these techniques are refined and
processing speeds increase, it could be possible to integrate this technique as a plugin into a
digital audio workstation for use with audio engineering and recording. This technique could also
be used to simulate the response of a particular room as a replacement for the empirically
based reverb algorithms, or for designing the acoustic properties of a space prior to building
(which would require a three dimensional simulation).
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